
COURTESY LIGHTS - FTO 

A faulty door-shut switch prevents the courtesy lights from working. 

(It may also result in an inverter not feeding power to illuminate kick plate EL lights, if fitted). 

Buying a new switch could cost anything from £10 to £20, depending on source. 

 

Having dismantled a failed one, the switch unit actually appears to be pretty fail safe and IMHO the 

problem lies in the build-up of Verdigris on the connectors. 

Simply clean it, reassemble, and you have a free fix. The circled items need cleaning: 

 

 

 

A = Rubberised surround 

B = Fixing plate (Attached by a cross-head screw [not shown] to vehicle body) 

C = Plunger housing 

D = Plunger 

E = 4-pronged brass connector 

F = Return spring 

G = 2-pin power-in socket, with 2 inner spade pins 

 

1. Unscrew the unit from sill & pull out gently until wired plug is visible.  

2. Good idea to tie a length of string around the wire, just in case the plug disappears back into the 

hole after you unplug it. 

3. Disconnect wired plug from switch unit. 

4. Have a cup of tea, coffee, valiums, or whatever & dismantle switch. (Depress 2 snap-lugs [visible 

in holes at C] & pull). 

5. Having dismantled your switch, the 4 'bumps' on contact E are the critical outer surfaces - 2 of 

which contact the 2 spade pins of G on their inner surfaces. 

6. Give these two connectors a thorough clean & perhaps add a thin smear of copper grease for 

good measure. 

7. After reassembling, check the plunger action is smooth and working and then reconnect to power 

plug. 

8. Insert unit back into door cill and tighten up with the cross-head screw. 

9. If the light stays on when door is closed; A small amount of packing can be neatly added under the 

rubber surround where plunger protrudes (i.e. small washers, or rubber fragment), rather than 



added to door. (This assuming your lock/latch or door is already correctly aligned!). 

 

The nearside switch is slightly different by the way (82058C part number MB818520): 

 

 

 

Courtesy of FTOOC Member – Yorkie. 

 


